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Betts Project is pleased to present ‘a dream of innocence’, a solo exhibition by London-based Ger-
man and Canadian architects Florian Beigel and Philip Christou. This will be the artists’ first exhibi-
tion at the gallery, showing a series of new pencil line drawings made on greassy kitchen paper as 
well as drawings of the ‘104 Village’ unbuilt project.

As space researchers Florian Beigel and Philip Christou are deeply interested in ‘the space which lies between’. 
In their architecture, like in Giorgio Morandi paintings, the space in-between is formed and represented, making 
the positive objects stronger and more powerful. The void constitutes in this way the potential and quality of 
the coexistence. Crevices, gaps, intervals, emptiness are important subjects when it comes to think about 
Florian Beigel and Philip Christou ‘architecture as city’. 
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A number of years ago, Marie Coulon came to speak to us about an idea she had to open a new gallery in 
London to exhibit drawings and other works by architects. Although she didn’t really know much about 
architecture, she wanted us to have an exhibition in her gallery. Six years later we are showing a selection of 
pencil line drawings for our first show at the Betts Project.

Some of the drawings are initial design concept sketches for a project in Seoul, Korea. We have made designs 
for the re-building of two neighbourhoods within a ‘shanty village’ on the slopes of a mountain on the edge of 
the city. These drawings were done about 4 years ago, and we are still waiting for the Seoul city government 
to decide to build the ‘104 Village’ project. In one of the neighbourhoods there is a small public ‘alleyway yard’ 
where 5 alleyways meet. Next to this little square will be another public place of about the same size, with a 
public laundry building. Several of the ‘104 Village’ drawings in this exhibition are studies for a small 
aedicule-like tower that we have designed to stand between the alleyway yard and the laundry yard. It will 
stand under a large chestnut tree, acting as a focal point of the neighbourhood. Laundry will be hung on 
washing lines attached to the tower.



These project related drawings have been chosen as we think they embody the essential spatial character of 
this aspect of the project. Some of them were drawn before the design work had been done, and a few were 
drawn by looking at the timber design model when the design was more complete.

In contrast to this, we are showing drawings that are not project related. They are more like one commonly 
thinks of as ‘still life’ drawings. We are drawing the space in a room between things, the irregular order of the 
elements of a wall, or the space on a table top between characters. The subjects that are drawn vary a lot, 
but the intention to see the space between things, a certain balance of relationships, is common in all the 
drawings.
— FB + PC, January 2018

Florian Beigel (B. 1941, Konstanz, Germany) and Philip Christou (B. 1956, Lethbridge, Canada) are 
co-directors of the Architecture Research Unit at the London Metropolitan University and they have been 
teaching architectural design together since 1985. They have co-authored many essays in international 
journals, architectural exhibitions and several books and they have lectured extensively at universities and 
associations of architecture.
Florian, after his architectural studies, worked as a research assistant with Frei Otto and Gunther Behnisch on 
the 1972 Munich Olympic structures and in 1969 he moved to London and worked with ARUP Associates. 
In addition to his academic work he is an architect in private practice, Florian Beigel Architects. 
Philip, after studying art history and fine arts and working as an assistant with the artists Krzysztof Wodiczko 
and Daniel Buren, studied architecture at the Architectural Association, London.

Exhibitions include: National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Gwacheon, Korea (2016); TU 
Berlin (2016); Swiss Architecture Museum, Basel (2013); Akademie der Kunste, Berlin (2013); Kunsthaus 
Graz (2013); Gwangju Design Biennale (2011); Venice Architecture Biennale (2010); Royal Academy of 
Arts, London (2010); Design Museum London (2010); Gallery Lonchel, Seoul (2009); Korean Pavilion, 
Venice Architecture Biennale (2008); Fábrica da Cerveja, Faro, Portugal (2007); Alvar Aalto Museum, 
Jyvaskyla (2006); Adambrau, Innsbruck (2006); Aedes West, Berlin (2005); RAS, Barcelona (2005); 
Triennale di Milano (2004); Collegi d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, Barcelona (2003); RIBA London (2003).
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For further information and press enquiries, please contact: 
Marie Coulon +44 (0)20 7250 1512 or info@bettsproject.com

About Betts Project
Betts Project is a London-based contemporary art gallery specialising in architecture, founded in 2013 by 
Marie Coulon.
The concept behind Betts Project is to introduce both a specialist audience and wider public to new ways of 
discovering and thinking about architecture, through the exhibition and promotion of materials integral to 
architecture – largely drawings, but also models and other forms of representation. It aims to support and 
promote work by established and emerging international architects, as well as lesser known or overlooked 
practices still very much relevant to the contemporary discourse.
The gallery is also driven by the desire to introduce architectural objects as works of art. To do so, it organises 
high calibre exhibitions for new and established audiences and participe to art fairs, and thereby brings unique 
collectable works to the market at an affordable price.
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